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About This Game

Master the evergrowing dragon in virtual reality

Tails is a roomscale VR game for the HTC Vive.

Collect lanterns in order to grow the tail of your dragon. The game is easy to pick up but hard to master, and ensures a fun
challenge for the whole family.

Currently the game features a Zen Mode and a Time Attack Mode, which allows you to play the game at your own pace. So
whether you want to relax after a long day at work or get your daily cardio – that is entirely up to you.

We are expanding upon the game during early access to keep it entertaining and fresh while adding variety and replayability.
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One of the best games at encouraging players to get creative. You'll actually have no choice, as while the tutorial provides some
pointers and goals, the learning curve is purely left to player experimentation and trial-and-error.

While this can get really frustrating, at the same time, it is immensely challenging and freeing. Coupled with a fun presentation,
it's an addictive experience you'll enjoy hating, even if it wears out its welcome.. This has been a really enjoyable game that
captures some of that HeroQuest nostalgia but showcases a unique appeal in its own right. It is fairly short, even with a second
play through on hardcore mode. However, this seems to fit the nature of the game, and I believe it is still worth the $8 price tag.
I do have to give a strong warning that this game is not without its bugs/glitches. Multiplayer can be troublesome to initiate (but
this is how I played the whole game and I think the actually gameplay shines in multiplayer!!). Exiting rooms and accessing
stairs can cause the game to lock up. Also, do not plan to play this game with four people as very few missions actually allow
four player. Most are limited to two or three players and there are a few solo missions. Overall, I had a blast playing through this
game with my friends! I am hoping there are plans for a Dark Quest 3 in the works!!. Exceptionally unbalanced, amazingly this
title cannot even make it's beginner mode easy.

A pretty game, with some neat ideas to change-up the tactical combat of Total War, King Arthur falls flat when you try to take
it at it's word.

Placing difficulty bars on missions, one would assume you can then gage how hard these missions may be. Not even close, the
difficulty of this games missions swing at random from stupidly easy, to nigh impossible, with no regards to the game's
difficulty setting or even the description of it's missions.

I'd not pick it up a second time around.. Kicked off my youtube career that went nowhere. 10\/1 I'll praise you my 4 subscribers.
This is a truly awesome little adventure game. The best I've ever played of this genre. A bit short, but I say the developers
commentary balances that out.. DISCLAIMER: There are currently pretty much no people playing the game
But it seems pretty fun and since it's at 1\u20ac right now I'd highly reccomend it
However you should buy it together with friends to play it. I just wanted to say... as much as I love RPGMaker, Sturgeons law is
usually in full effect - most titles are either mediocre or dull. I took a chance on this one, and I'm really glad I did. It's scratching
an itch I didn't know I had in a great way. It's a great homage to the first Final Fantasy title with some nice new modern twists
thrown in. Easily worth a few bucks, you'll have a great time cranking through it. Definitely recommended.
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It's pretty good. i dont recommend this game it has bad graphics bad ai and is very liner. amzing possibilitys
. Dujanah is one of the most emotional games I have played. Not necessarily in the sense that it inspired strong emotions
(though it did that too, with complete ease), but in the sense that it is not ashamed of itself, and never tries to cut itself down or
shortchange itself in the name of irony.

It is a game about a family in a world that is cruel and sometimes kind. Everything in it is lovingly rendered out of clay or VHS
artifacts, with one of the best soundtracks in recent memory backing the whole thing.

Don't be put off by its aesthetic or its sensibilities. It is, in my opinion, accessible to anyone who cares to play it and experience
an absolutely magical experience.. Really great game, 10/10 wolves. Wassup everybody sherif498 here but with Different
username.
I finally got to play Half Dead 2 and i have to say its amazing,way better then the first game.The graphics are nice gameplay also
good and traps are fun,tho after a while they get repetitive.The weapon upgrades are pretty nice i really enjoyed those and also
grenades. I wished that i could use a crowbar as a weapon but i didnt found it at all.Please make the spawn frequency of the
Crowbar Higher.And i would like some Half life 2 refferences if you know what i mean. The other thing is...its not gonna last
for long,the community of this game will die soon or later so i suggest updates more frequently i know its hard to do like update
every week but i just want for this game to stay alive. I also like the stranger things styled menu theme.. Cute and has right
ideas, but may make you go blind. You will get hit by bullets you can't see.. One of the best games i've ever played.
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